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CASHVERSE LLC

On October 18th, 2021, the token project ADACash was created. The whole design and purpose of ADACash was so that investors could invest into
a token where they would be able to obtain a passive income or derivatives from holding their shares. Soon after, on December18th, 2021, SOLCash
the sister token of ADACash was created with the same purpose in mind. Shortly after the launch of SOLCash, there was discussionon how the
project could become a legitimate company where everything created from passive income tokens, staking and NFT gaming could all be under one
umbrella. On March 2nd, 2022, the company CASHVerse LLC was formed.
The name CASHVerse is a play on words. Just like Metaverse where everything will be located from a whole crypto universe and much more,
CASHVerse is the same in a way. Everything from passive income tokens/coins, NFT gaming, Staking, crypto services, and much morewould be
accessable to all investors, allowing them to have many different avenues to pick from to make money.
CASHVerse isnt just a typical token/coin company, there are many useful tools and services being developed under the name. Crypt2Date, Staking,
Lottery system, dashboard, etc. The purpose here is to allow each investor to have many ways to make passive income and feel secure when doing so.
If an investor wants to see how much passive income they are making, they can check it, if they want to stake their tokens (ADACash) to gain more
passive income, they have the ability to do so. Money in todays society is to hard to come by, with many people working several jobs to make ends
meet. We wanted to give them the option and freedom to make passive income to help with daily life activites.
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Who we are

Multiple Passive Income
Streams
In this current market there are a lot of scams, rug pulls and other
dishonest coins, we strive to be transparent and put forth a project with
integrity and utility. We use our experience across multiple markets and
our knowledge of a variety of products to provide the best cryptocurrency
research and trading information. We have created multiple safe, long
term investment tokens, not pump and dump projects. We want to create a
community and a real utility token for a better future. As some have said
these are the only coins where you embrace the dip for more rewards. So
far, we are the leading the movement for financial freedom.

Source: https://cashverse.io/
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OUR MAIN PROJECTS
The four focus points of CASHVerse that investors will and already love:

ADACash

SOLCash

Crypt2Date

Cashemon

On each transaction 10%
is distributed between all
holders as ADA (BEP20)

On each transaction 10%
is distributed between all
holders as SOL (BEP20)

Track your portfolio on
multiple Blockchains, get
access to all the latest news
about your investments and
much more.

Cashemon is a project built
around the BSC . It is a Game
where fantasy creatures can
breed, battle, earn rewards in
area style battles, and much
more.

Link to Pitch Deck: Click
Link to Pitch Deck: Click

OUR SIDE PROJECTS
We offer many different services investors can utilize. Consisting of a chance to win
ADAcash & SOLcash with our lottery, all the way to our merchandise store where they can
show their support.

Weekly Lottery

Staking

Merch

Every week you can win some
ADACash or SOLCash. Just buy a
ticket for 0.035 BNB and you are in.
The prize pools are filled by every
Egg-Buy from the NFT Game, every
purchase of credits on crypt2date,
and by us randomly. The winner gets
it all!

We have one of the best
staking-platforms on the
BSC. Stake ADACash and
earn SOLCash, Cardano
(BEP20) & Solana (BEP20)
at the same time.

Buy Merch of Cashemon,
Cashverse or famous
quotes of Hydra.
Everything can be bought
with ADAcash & SOLCash

Everything built from the ground up!

Website:

All available services including the Website, Dashboard, Staking,
Tokens, Lottery, Telegram Buydra bot, etc. All were built from
the ground up by our CEO, Daniel (Hydra)

Lottery System:

Buydra:

Dashboard:

STATISTICS

Social media data
1,313

6,154

1,000

2,271

Based on our merging of the various Telegram groups after our formation into the LLC, the total number of active users is currently 1,313.
ADACash's original Telegram group has 4,741 members and SOLCash has 1545 members.
Announcements of any kind will continue to include them.
The data was last updated on August 14, 2022

STATISTICS
ADACash

(0x651a89fed302227d41425235f8e934502fb94c48)

Total Supply 100,000,000,000,000

15,594

214,932

Launched 18th October 2021
Total Tradingvolume $25,860,936

Holders

Transfers
1,576,792 ADA paid to holders so far

~ $900,000

282 BNB

$ 41M All Time High
Burned 34,921,175,410 ADACash *

Marketcap

Current Liquidity

Tokenomics: 15% Buy/Sell/Transaction Tax. 10% Rewards, 3% Marketing, 2% Liquidity

* Every Lottery Draw burns 5% of the Prizepool

STATISTICS
SOLCash

(0x7b86f5ca09dc00502e342b0fef5117e1c32222ce)

Total Supply 1,000,000,000

2,713

38,117

Launched 12th December 2021
Total Tradingvolume $1,549,749

Holders

Transfers
1,224 SOL paid to holders so far

~ $500,000

150 BNB

$ 14M All Time High
Burned 912,624 SOLCash *

Marketcap

Current Liquidity

Tokenomics: 15% Buy/Sell/Transaction Tax. 10% Rewards, 3% Marketing, 2% Liquidity

* Every Lottery Draw burns 5% of the Prizepool. Every Egg Buy Burns 5% of BuyPrice

STATISTICS
ADACash Staking (0xb6FABB3e20947620649e21Cea00f04Faa9724D67)
ADACash staked 43,384,215,737,335

1,995

5609

Stakers

Transfers

43%

3+

ADACash Supply staked

Years Staking Duration

No Tax to enter, No Tax to leave. No Locktime

Networth: $ 367,769

ACHIEVEMENTS

Real World Achievements

Digital Achievements

Foundation of Cashverse LLC

Revolutionary Staking Platform

One year partnership with Chelmsford City
Racecourse

Cashemon Part 1 Released

Partnership with Marc Leach professional
boxer

Merch Released

Article and Ad in first ever printed and
worldwide available Crypto Magazine
Billboard Ads at New York
Timesquare and more locations

1,5 Million ADA distributed to
Holders within the first year
Over 15,000 Holders

Passive income tokens are the future.
Don‘t worry about a bear or bull
market. Just relax and earn.
DANIEL (CEO Cashverse)

The ultimate goal of Cashverse LLC is to give as many people as possible the opportunity to earn passive income in the most
diverse and safest ways.

